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It is a hard thing to combat because it’s not a physical enemy but rather

messages that lodge themselves in millions of people’s minds. And it has

come to rule over us.
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Former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld; U.S. Army General Henry Shelton, chairman, Joint Chief-of-Staff and Senator

John Warner (R-VA), at Pentagon press conference. (Jim Watson, USN/Wikimedia Commons)

By Joe Lauria / Consortium News

athy Vogan, the executive producer of Consortium NewsConsortium NewsConsortium NewsConsortium News‘ webcast CN

Live!,recently coined a new term to describe rule by psyops, or psychological

operations: psyopcracy.   According to Wikipedia: 

William Casey, C.I.A. director under Ronald Reagan, said: “We’ll know our disinformation program

is complete when everything the American public believes is false.”

Thus the American people are continuously subject to a number of psychological operations

otherwise known as “the news.”  

U.S. intelligence officials feed journalists disinformation to create a false narrative that is intended

to mislead the public and cover-up what is actually taking place. The constant reinforcement of

these lies becomes entrenched in the public mind and after time comes to be accepted as

unquestionable truth.  

Here’s an explanation of how the C.I.A. did it in Vietnam:

Through such operations, the American people were led to believe for years that the United States

was winning in Vietnam, when it was actually losing, as the Pentagon Papers proved.  

Since then, many examples have followed of completely false stories being planted into people’s

minds to start and keep a war going, the fake WMD narrative in Iraq perhaps the most infamous.

Today the war people are being fooled about is in Ukraine. Sometimes a psyop doesn’t involve

inserting false information, so much as leaving out what’s true.  

The American people, and by extension people around the world, have been led to believe that an

unprovoked Russian madman started the war last February. 

That’s because they are purposely not told that the war actually began in 2014 after a U.S.-backed

coup in Kiev led Russian speakers in Donbass to declare independence, after which the coup

government militarily attacked them.  

Other facts are removed from the story, such as Russia’s proposed treaties with the U.S. and NATO

last December that would have prevented Russia’s intervention in the Ukrainian civil war. 

Robert Parry, the founder of this website, in March 2017 wrote the article, “How US Flooded the

World with Psyops,” in which he reported for the first time: 

So many people are subject to psyops that telling the truth becomes a formidable task. You become

the one that is out of step. You are the one that seems to be mad.
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Joe Lauria
Joe Lauria is editor-in-chief of Consortium News and a former U.N. correspondent for The

Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe, and numerous other newspapers, including The Montreal

Gazette and The Star of Johannesburg. He was an investigative reporter for the Sunday

Times of London, a financial reporter for Bloomberg News and began his professional work

as a 19-year old stringer for The New York Times.  He can be reached

at joelauria@consortiumnews.com and followed on Twitter @unjoe  
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Philip Makin DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 4:05 AM

Pity you misspelt ‘Psyopcracy’ in the headline, otherwise a ve ry good article. I know just

how dificult it is to talk to people about the ‘news’, it is as thou gh we live in different worlds

and I’m the one who is crazy. They have won, I’m sorry to say. As a ninety year old, I’m

sometimes glad that I don;t have long to live in tnis upside down world.
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Lisa Savage DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 4:08 AM

I wrote about my encounter with an old friend who was alarmed that I was “out of step” with

the psyopcracy: https://went2thebridge.org/2022/12/19/hardy-band-says-no-to-natos-

war-on-russia/
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Tony VarKamp DECEMBER 30, 2022 AT 6:55 AM

Thanks Lisa for the link to Hardy Band on your blog.

I’ve recently been disappointed in Pussy Riot: “Mama, don’t watch TV, no Nazis here.”

Repeating the words of a hostage/prisoner.
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John Gabriel Otvos DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 4:34 AM

Good short read. While the shooting war continues in Ukraine along with western ‘customer

service’ reps showing the Ukrainians how to use the 100 B$ worth of goods shipped there,

there is this ongoing battle for our minds. Not too different from what has happened these

past 3 years with C-19. One narrative. Follow the science “Whose science?” Why the experts

of course [the lowest rung on a ladder of scientific enquiry]. We are never told who “they”

are, or where their peer-reviewed papers [the gold standard of science] are published.

Canada is sending 500 M$ of weaponry to Ukraine, but cannot afford clean drinking water

for northern indigenous people. Our once vaunted CBC is nothing but a state apparatus of

propaganda where only one narrative is allowed. Any dissent is scrubbed by disallowing

commentary. The Empire continues on its road of decline and inevitable collapse. We too;

i.e., above the 49th, will be dragged kicking and screaming. The true enemy is an idea whose

time is done. By many names the system idea is capitalism, where the accumulation of

private property for personal profit fuels the inequality.
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SH DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 4:44 AM

Hmm, seems to me the most effective political psyops that has been humming along for

years is the “3rd parties can’t win” one that has had a pretty devastating effect on unseating

the duopoly, the ones responsible for these ops, from power – until we do that “nothing will

fundamentally change” as Biden promised ,,,
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Ron DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 6:30 AM

This is an important point, you are making, Mr. Luria. The American people really need to

recognize how much deception is a part of our political history. Because grasping this is so

important, I think the nuances of how you communicate about it are crucial.

Unfortunately, I worry that the nuances of the way you describe things here works may

work against the cause. You say: “Thus the American people are continuously subject to a

number of psychological operations otherwise known as “the news.”

You continue: “U.S. intelligence officials feed journalists disinformation to create a false

narrative that is intended to mislead the public and cover-up what is actually taking place.

The constant reinforcement of these lies becomes entrenched in the public mind and after

time comes to be accepted as unquestionable truth.”

The implications of the above are just too simplistic to be credible. The first paragraph

implies that all news is a psychological operation. Yes, psyops use the news media to

influence public perceptions, but to imply that all news is a psyops is ridiculous.

Secondly, the concept of psyops implies a strategically planned and coordinated effort. Such

efforts have happened and undoubtedly still are, but I think much of the time it’s not nearly

so simple and neat. There’s another huge dynamic: Americans, including journalists and

politicians, live in a perception bubble that is self-reinforcing. Thanks to a variety of

psychological processes, people just ignore data that doesn’t fit their perceptions. I think it

may be easier to waken people up to that dynamic than it would be to convince them to

believe that there’s some coordinated psyops program out there that is the cause of our

limited grasp of the Ukraine situation. Such a program probably is active in some way, but

the problem is quite a lot bigger than that, I believe.

Thanks for your efforts to penetrate the fog!
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Bernadette Evangelist DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 6:48 AM

Excellent article. I hope that many of those whose eyes have been shut, open them.
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Daniel Brooks DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 9:51 AM

I get the strong impression that the author and most of the commenters have a grandiose

vision of a citizenry that is wise and benevolent, being duped by an evil deep state cabal. Yes

there are examples of that (the Amish for one) but by and large the “American people” seem

eager and proud to contribute, support, celebrate and engage in the application of our

“military supremacy” (ie thank you for your service). We are not the victims here, we are

very willing to engage the cognitive dissonance required to absolve ourselves of any

culpability in these endless wars of profit, as we too reap the rewards of “postwar

prosperity”. As we move rapidly toward world war three, let’s be clear, there is no escaping

the fact that “Humans are a very sick and dangerously insane species”. Is it any wonder then

that “PSYOPS” are so effective, even as we clearly recognize they are happening. Could it be

we are a civilization of psychopaths?
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shmutzoid DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 10:31 AM

Joe Lauria’s piece today at CN refuting charges by ‘NewsGuard’ that it published false

content as to events/issues surrounding the 2014 Maidan coup is NOT to be missed. ————

it is such a relief to read honest reporting amid a sea of 24/7 propaganda spoon-fed to us in

mass media.
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Chris Smith DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 12:26 PM

Ministry of Truth and Orwell’s narrative finishing with Howard and Julia really loving Big

Brother.

Anybody who doesn’t will be consigned to the CANCELLATION Bin, as the masses march on

to the Pied Piper’s refrain into the valley of their destiny.

The result was never in doubt from the time man proclaimed himself ruler of this world.

The USA apocalyptic vision of securing its hegemony across the Planet is now at hand.

Hooley Dooley Dooley oh.
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correspondencecommitttee DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 6:35 PM

Part of the psywar we’re now in is to disguise the world war against humanity going down

since the covid coup with the conventional war in Ukraine (or wherever global crime bosses

negotiate their real estate deals, with us as their property to dispose of). Meanwhile, next

generation warfare is ready and rolling out to make William Casey’s wet dream of power

come true in the biodigital security state under construction. All that’s really needed now is

our consent to building our own prison.
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Rafi Simonton DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 6:59 PM

THE EVIL SPAWN OF EDWARD BERNAYS

The original psyops was the propaganda developed by Bernays to convince isolationist

Americans that WWI was a good thing. Then transmuted into an illusory method to create

artificial demand from real people for the profit of artificial persons.

How did that work out? Well, WWI produced the USSR, Nazi Germany, WWII, and the Cold

War. Capitalism, fueled by an insatiable need for growth, considers devastated human

communities and destroyed ecosystems as irrelevant, as “externalities,” because they aren’t

on corporate accounting ledgers.

Another term for growth is expansion–in other words, moving into different territories.

Empire building, which means empire defending. Since the Dem elite is once again

Wilsonian, we are again being sold on a war we don’t need and on an idea, empire, that was

out of date a century ago.

Corpocracy, rule by illusion, is founded in psyopcracy.
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Golodh DECEMBER 30, 2022 AT 3:31 AM

Meh, I’ll admit that the US government has engaged in propaganda to convince people of

things that were untrue. Most governments try that, with varying degrees of success.

The way the author tries to parlay that into an argument that he (and those who share his

views but no-one else) are right is an example of peddling a classical conspiracy theory and

promoting group-think. Buying what the author propagates is indistinghuisable what he

criticises, only taking the opposite side and hoping for the best.

Sorry guys, but there’s no free lunch for you here. You must use your own head and

determine your own position each and every time a controversy appears.

If that sounds like a lot of (uncomfortable) work, you’re right. Fortunately for those who

don’t have the time or the expertise to do this all the way to comparing a myriad of sources,

filtering primary sources, spotting and neutralising disinformation help is at hand in the form

of the media.

Before you reflexively start sqwawking at the term ‘media’, please realise that this is the

media’s primary job. Their work is often as close to professional intelligence work as it’s

possible to get.

Now I know that most of you steadfastily refuse to take a subscription to a mainstream

newspaper. That’s part of the problem because it forces journalism to piggyback on

commercial interests (or go out of business altogether).

An objection might be that in your conspiracy-theory universe ‘da gubbamint’ is

systematically (and unbelievably successfully when compared to ever single other activity

they undertake) misleading and manipulating those media just to ‘get ya’.

Well, the antidote to that is to (1) compare various media outlets (with differing ediorial

policies) as to what they say (2) cultivate something of a memory and look back a few

months (or years) to discover which outlet was right and which was wrong (3) look for facts

that can’t very well be faked, suppressed or hidden but which are able to falsify (or

corroborate) an outlet’s entire narrative (4) look for sites / groups / think tanks that digest,

check, correlate, and integrate news and see how they match up.

In other words: you’d be as wrong to only read Fox News as you’d be to trust Scheerpost.

By all means, take a look at Indian, Russian, European, and Chinese news sources (much

easier than it sounds in this age of internet), compare them (especially where they disagree) ,

read the criticism they level at each other, and consider the interests they and their

countries have.

Doing so can be a bit of effort and may be frustrating (especially when you encounter

narratives from outside your own cozy news bubble) but it’s certainly interesting and

illuminating.

Then sit down, think, form an opinion, and then go check to check it against what you can

read. Especially when it doesn’t agree with your opinion. Admittedly it’s something of a

hobby, but you don’t have to do it every day and with each news item. Pick one or two and

follow them.
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“Psychological operations (PSYOP) are operations to convey selected

information and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions,

motives, and objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of

governments, organizations, groups, and individuals.

The purpose of United States psychological operations is to induce or

reinforce behavior perceived to be favorable to U.S. objectives.”  

“Newly declassified documents from the Reagan presidential library help

explain how the U.S. government developed its sophisticated

psychological operations capabilities that – over the past three decades –

have created an alternative reality both for people in targeted countries

and for American citizens, a structure that expanded U.S. influence

abroad and quieted dissent at home. 

The documents reveal the formation of a psyops bureaucracy under the

direction of Walter Raymond Jr., a senior CIA covert operations specialist

who was assigned to President Reagan’s National Security Council staff to

enhance the importance of propaganda and psyops in undermining U.S.

adversaries around the world and ensuring sufficient public support for

foreign policies inside the United States.”
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